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   cen orth eee. he fede ot a ARETE. Be 

ron Enclosed herewith is-a copy of a card dated April @9,°h-= ++ 

1964, and signed Dick<Ruby in which the writer states he is... : 

convinced that he is one of Jack Ruby's sons, along with a 2 eee 

copy of an enclosed certificate of birth, Canton, Ohio, relating — 

to Richard Lee*Snyder, date of dirth April 9, 1929. Also .--..600% 

enclosed is a ‘copy of the envelope with return address ..- 

postmarked Alameda, California, April 19, 1964, in which the 

foregoing items were received. o,f t4.7.2., $02 Tos 

cet emt + 
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worn fee STE FRE eee de 

ee Promptly upon receipt interview Snyder for full ~~. | 3 2 

information and explanation of the items which he forwarded — yee 

and full details of any information he has concerning Jack L. 4 ten 
Ruby or why he or Dick Ruby, if they are one and the same, ==: .. 

thinks that he is a son of Jack Ruby. If they are not the .....—--  - 

same, identify and interview the Dick Ruby who signed the card ..... = 

along the same line. Any additional logical leads to fully - "os 

resolve the matter must be set out by teletype and promptly ~ 97" 

handled, Submit results to Dallas by appropriate insert OF gy ><> 

FD-302's (25 copies) for inclusion in a subsequent report. BF ha 

  

oe Yor your information Jack L. Ruby was born March 25, =... : 

1911, at Chicago, Illinois. Extensive investigation conducted --——-—-- 

concerning Ruby has never established that he was ever married =. 

“or resided in Canton, Ohio, or that he ever used the name =... 

Snyder. There is no record ip Bureau files that a Harold ~~ 
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‘Wallace, to whom the letter was addressed in care of the FBI," , f. 

_ 48 now or has ever been employed by the Bureau. --. 2 yey ctl 

E lesures (3)... 2 TEKS Bi pa &EC Zz YY Mit leate ,| 

“ - - - a end . A 

Jp- Dallas (44-1639) (for info) (Enc. 3) 2 eee Cd 
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“A letter was directed to Mr. Harold Weilace inj 
gta fast are of the FBI, Washington, D. .C., postmarked Alameda, -= 29 ~#ic70075°. 

alifornia, 4/19/64 with the return address Richard L, =} -se--- 
nyder, Oakland, California. There is no record of a °° $ #020" 
iarold Wallace being employed in this Bureau, The letter 7 >> ~ - 
enclosed a card signed by the name Dick Ruby.” The writer ~-: 
states he is convinced he is a son of Jack Ruby. Enclosed | 
is a birth certificate for Richard Lee Snyder, Canton, Ohio, ~~~” 

_ 4/9/29, It would appear that Snyder wrote the card and - 
signed the name Dick Ruby, under some illusions that he —*— 
is a son of Jack Ruby. There is no information in Bureau ’ 
files identifiable with Snyder. | cage 
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